
This fact sheet is dedicated to Altyor's policy on mineral conflicts or conflict minerals in 
electronic components.

1. WHAT ARE MINERAL CONFLICTS?

Conflict minerals (or 'conflict raw materials' and 'conflict resources') are goods such as raw 
materials or even natural resources that are often extracted or exploited illegally and without state 
control in conflict or high-risk areas.

2. WHICH MINERALS ARE INVOLVED?

The four minerals covered by the law are gold (Au), tantalum (Ta), tin (Sn) and tungsten (W) -
collectively known as 3TG, all of which can be used in electronic components such as frequency 
control products.

3. ALTYOR POLICY

Altyor, like many companies in the electronics industry, uses components and materials that may 
contain tantalum, tin, gold and tungsten to manufacture electronic products. For example, 
tantalum may be used in some electronic components such as capacitors, while tin is used in tin 
solder. Altyor does not purchase these metals directly from smelters or mines, so we have to rely 
on source information provided by our suppliers.

Altyor's commitments:

Altyor supports efforts to eliminate the use of tantalum, tin, gold and tungsten from 
inappropriate sources that could lead to serious problems in identified conflict or high 
risk areas. 

Through the Silicon Expert software and the respective official policies, Altyor
identifies suppliers of electronic components who officially declare that they do not 
use components from mineral conflicts. These suppliers are the ones Altyor chooses to 
work with.

For those suppliers for which Altyor does not have information, Altyor requires 
suppliers whose products contain tantalum, tin, gold and tungsten to submit this 
information to Altyor. If Altyor becomes aware of a supplier whose supply chain 
includes metals from a conflict source, Altyor will take appropriate action, including 
reassessing the relationship with the supplier.

4. HOW TO REPORT?

In the event of a malfunction, you can contact a manager and/or raise the issue via the 
alert form, which will be dealt with as soon as possible:

https://altyor.com/csr-commitments/



5. REPORTING

Altyor is committed to monitoring its performance on conflict minerals and, to this end, tracks 
the following indicators

- The proportion of relevant direct suppliers that have adopted and implemented a conflict 
minerals policy

6. SCOPE

This policy applies to all Altyor Group entities and all external stakeholders of the Group.

7. RESPONSIBILITY

The CSR Committee is responsible for defining the sustainable purchasing policy. The Supply 
Chain department is responsible for ensuring that it is applied correctly.

8. COMMUNICATION

This policy is communicated annually to all employees through the usual company channels, 
including internal company rules and the company intranet, and is presented to all new staff 
members on induction. This policy is also distributed to external stakeholders and is available 
on the Altyor website.

9. CONTACT

For more information, please contact Laurent Moskoteoc lmoskoteoc@altyor.com or send an 
email to contact@altyor.com.

10. REVIEW HISTORY TABLE

This Policy is reviewed annually or in the event of a change in related government policy or 
significant changes in the company's operations.

This Policy was last approved on 3 January 2023 by Yanis Cottard, President of the Altyor 
Group.
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